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Chemical Process Safety: Learning from Case HistoriesButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
"Given his extensive background in an industrial setting as a team leader at the PPG Chlor-Alkali Plant in Louisiana and the safety course that he taught for AIChE with the well-known safety expert Trevor Kletz, the quantity of information of a practical nature contained in this book is not surprising."
 - Gary Bennett,...
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Turbopumps and Pumping SystemsSpringer, 2007

	This book covers most of the subjects that are requested by engineers, those who are directly involved in design and manufacturing the pumps to those who operate the pumps in industrial units. The authors have worked for many years teaching the subject, conducting research, and implementing pump and pump station designs in different academic...
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The Character of Physical Law (Messenger Lectures, 1964)MIT Press, 2001

	In these Messenger Lectures, originally delivered at Cornell University and recorded for television by the BBC, Richard Feynman offers an overview of selected physical laws and gathers their common features into one broad principle of invariance. He maintains at the outset that the importance of a physical law is not "how clever...
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Buliding N1™ Grid Solutions Preparing, Architecting, and Implementing Service-Centric Data Centers (Official Sun Microsystems Resource)Prentice Hall, 2004
The N1 Grid is Sun's vision, strategy, and architecture—and a set of products—that redefine the nature of data center computing. The N1 Grid architecture uses the network, physically and logically, as its fundamental organizing principle.

This book enables the reader to implement service-centric data center solutions through...
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Photoshop CS3 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
9 books in 1 — with hundreds of examples in full color!   

   Your picture-perfect guide to using all the cool features of Photoshop CS3   

   Whether you're new to Photoshop, want to take your skills up a notch, or want to quickly take advantage of the new features and enhancements in...
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Core JSPPrentice Hall, 2000
In recent years, a large amount of software development activity has migrated from the client to the server. The client-centric model, in which a client executes complex programs to visualize and manipulate data, is no longer considered appropriate for the majority of enterprise applications. The principal reason is deployment—it is a...
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Professional BizTalk Server 2006Wrox Press, 2007
This book provides insight into how industry experts have successfully architected, developed, and maintained Microsoft BizTalk Server in mission-critical environments. Authored by highly-regarded consultants with a wealth of knowledge on designing, building, and operating enterprise applications using BizTalk, this comprehensive guide gives you...
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LDAP Metadirectory Provisioning Methodology: a step by step method to implementing LDAP based metadirectory provisioningWriter's Showcase Press, 2003
This work provides system architects a methodology for the implementation of x.500 and LDAP based metadirectory provisioning systems. In addition this work assists in the business process analysis that accompanies any deployment. DOC Safe Harbor & European Commission’s Directive on Data Protection (Directive 95/46/EC) issues are also...
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Understanding .NET: A Tutorial and AnalysisAddison Wesley, 2002
Microsoft's .NET is a collection of new technologies that are revolutionizing Windows-based software development. A major theme of .NET is the idea of Web services, allowing software to communicate directly with other software using Internet technologies. The .NET Framework and Visual Studio.NET, two more core aspects of this initiative, provide...
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A FAREWELL TO ENTROPY: Statistical Thermodynamics Based on InformationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The principal message of this book is that thermodynamics and statistical mechanics will benefit from replacing the unfortunate, misleading and mysterious term entropy with a more familiar, meaningful and appropriate term such as information, missing information or uncertainty. This replacement would facilitate the interpretation of the driving...
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Practical Text Mining with Perl (Wiley Series on Methods and Applications in Data Mining)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Provides  readers  with  the  methods,  algorithms, and  means  to  perform  text  mining  tasks
This book is devoted to the fundamentals of text mining using Perl, an open-source programming tool that is freely available via the Internet (www.perl.org). It covers mining ideas from several perspectives—statistics, data mining,...
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Machine Learning in ActionManning Publications, 2012

	
		After college I went to work for Intel in California and mainland China. Originally my plan was to go back to grad school after two years, but time flies when you are having fun, and two years turned into six. I realized I had to go back at that point, and I didn’t want to do night school or online learning, I wanted to sit on...
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